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Abstract
This thesis presents an investigation into improving the longevity of wireless ad hoc networks. The primary contribution of this study is an augmentation algorithm that takes a two-dimensional network arrangement and systematically adds augmented nodes to create a bi-connected topology. Simulations were run to compare the performance of these augmented networks with their initial layouts. Additionally, two different routing protocols were compared to evaluate their effects on network lifetime when combined with network augmentation. These routing protocols each take a unique approach to managing the network's energy resources. The results demonstrate that bi-connectivity is usually able to directly improve network lifetime. Additionally, it offers the greatest degree of improvement to networks which employ clever power management techniques.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless ad hoc networks are currently a much researched topic in computer science and electrical engineering. However, wide-spread deployment of such networks has yet to materialize. Existing wireless networks usually follow a paradigm in which static wireless nodes are connected to an enormous wired network infrastructure. Since these network nodes can communicate over both wired and wireless links, they act as gateways that connect devices with only a wireless connection to reach the larger network. Like most large, complex systems, such networks were built in a bottom-up manner. While, they may be costly and time-consuming to deploy, their resources are best extended to wireless participants in this manner. With improvements in the capabilities and costs of wireless components, wireless devices are becoming more widespread. Consequently, the notion of incorporating them into the existing infrastructure as a replacement for existing wired links is becoming increasingly practical. In fact, the potential to deploy networks that are complex, yet consist of entirely wireless components is becoming a possibility.

Wireless networks have various advantages over wired networks. One advantage is the potential for node mobility in a wireless network. The notion of transplanting a node in a wired network can be cumbersome, while wireless nodes can be moved with much greater simplicity. Another advantage of a wireless network is the potential ease with which it may be deployed. Introducing a wired network can be a costly, lengthy, and obtrusive process. For example, to create a network inside an office building,
workers must install cables to reach every room that needs access to the network. As a result, maintaining or upgrading this wired network can interfere with more than just the network's ability to function. A wireless network can free the building of such cables as well as avoid the accompanying inconveniences.

A military operation or a disaster relief situation are examples of scenarios where wireless ad hoc networks can be applied. In the case of disaster relief, any existing wired network could potentially be unavailable as a result of the surrounding destruction. In such a scenario, the available time and conditions make the notion of installing a wired network impractical. Additionally, the requirement for a network may be only temporary, adding to the practical need for a wireless infrastructure.

Despite the advantages, a wireless network also introduces a number of drawbacks. These drawbacks often can make wireless networks unreliable or expensive. One serious concern unique to a wireless network is its source of power. In the case of most mobile nodes in use today, users periodically recharge a battery that the node uses as a power supply. Immobile base stations are connected to a wired power supply in addition to their wired network link. The manner in which independent static nodes such as those in a sensor network should be powered does not fit either of these paradigms. However, if the nodes cannot be wired for communications because they are placed in a delicate or dangerous environment, then wiring them for power is not an option either. Thus, the best option is to power these nodes from batteries. Unlike personal mobile communication nodes, these nodes may not receive enough attention to run continuously. Any such network should account for the possibility of nodes dying because they have run out of energy. If the nodes are in a harsh environment, failures due to other issues are not uncommon. A lack of human supervision for a network could cause any type of failure to go unnoticed for an indefinite period of time.

These added drawbacks lead to two key problems and goals encountered by a wireless network. First, unlike a wired network, the energy available to a wireless network is a limited resource. A direct result of this property is that the network's lifetime is bounded. One goal in designing a wireless network is to maximize its
lifetime. Additionally, a static wireless network can easily be confronted with node failures that may or may not be due to its finite energy supply. The idea of an individual failure adversely affecting the network by partitioning it is not desirable. Another goal is to ensure some sort of network reliability so that such a crippling failure is unlikely. The reliability of a network refers to its ability to successfully forward traffic. A serious network problem would be the event that a network is partitioned such that certain nodes can no longer communicate with others. Despite a network’s initial connectivity, it may become partitioned over time, even in a static network, due to a node’s failure.

This study takes a unique approach to improving network longevity and reliability. The approach is to augment a network in a methodical way to best utilize the network’s energy resources. Specifically, a sparsely connected network will be augmented to achieve bi-connectivity, a property that guarantees that a network remain connected despite an individual node failure. This type of augmentation greatly improves the network’s reliability by eliminating any single point of failure. In a sense, the more densely connected a network is, the more reliable it is. Therefore, augmenting the network with strategically placed nodes ahead of time is a promising technique for improving reliability. To determine the benefits of this particular type of augmentation, the performance of the augmented networks is compared to their initial configurations in simulations. In addition to this modification, a clever power management strategy is also used to identify whether it can compliment the effects of augmentation. This strategy employs efficient energy management at multiple network layers, including both the routing layer, which chooses packet’s forwarding paths, and the medium access control layer, which enables transmissions over a link without interruption.

This thesis makes several simplifying assumptions. Clearly one of the assumptions implied by the approach itself is the ability to augment the network with additional nodes. Since augmentation affects the initial state of the network and is a unique characteristic, the augmentation is computed off-line, by a separate entity. Consequently, this computation may make use of global information that may be obtained
about the network.

Other assumptions are meant to simplify matters. For example, we assume that all the nodes are homogeneous, that they do not vary their transmission power, and that transmissions have a well-known symmetric energy model that determines when a wireless link exists between two nodes. All nodes are assumed to be located on a flat surface, so that their distances are solely a function of their two-dimensional coordinates. The nodes are also each initialized with the same amount of energy, which is not replenished. Another simplifying assumption related to reliability is that the network layout is static and initially connected. This assumption guarantees that the network does not experience temporary partitions because node movement periodically breaks and creates links. Additionally, the traffic across the network is random and identical and independent across all nodes. The traffic originated at each node is well-modeled by a Poisson process, and the destination of the traffic is uniformly distributed.

This document contains five additional chapters. Chapter 2 discusses related work. Chapter 3 describes the augmentation algorithm in great detail. Chapter 4 describes the simulated environments in which trials are run to gather data. Chapter 5 analyzes and interprets this data. Chapter 6 concludes the document and discusses potential next steps related to this research.
Chapter 2

Related Work

A number of ideas have been proposed as to how to best maximize network lifetime. Most of these ideas share the common theme of optimizing the manner in which each node's energy is consumed. Operations related to radio communication are some of the most costly in terms of power consumption for any given node. Thus, the energy available to the network directly relates its ability to deliver traffic with its finite lifetime. Since each node is initialized with a finite power supply, it will cease to function once it no longer has sufficient energy.

2.1 Minimizing Point to Point Transmission Power

One technique employed by numerous energy-conscious ad hoc network strategies is that of using the minimum amount of energy during each individual point to point transmission. The motivating observation is that some minimum energy exists to accomplish the task of sending a packet directly from one node to another. Using that amount of energy is optimal, and using more energy is wasteful, so this quantity is attributed as the edge weight of the link connecting the two nodes. While this idea is promising, numerous problems related to the technique arise in practice. First of all, transmission powers must be quantized and thus cannot take on continuous values. Additionally, in mobile networks, the edge weights may change rapidly, increasing the cost of obtaining them. In fact, since many techniques attempt to convey
this edge weight information across the entire network, frequent changes are simply unmanageable. The manner in which this edge weight information is obtained also varies. Some techniques use an energy-model combined with location information to infer edge weights via computation [17]. In such circumstances, the accuracy of edge weights depends on the energy model and location information, two notions that are often prone to error due to the complexities of most real-world environments. Network nodes can be heterogeneous, which will cause nodes to have different energy models, both in actual power consumption and for use in edge weight computation. If this information is not accounted for, these discrepancies could potentially cause different nodes to compute different forwarding routes, possibly leading to network loops. Advertising such node discrepancies is also likely to be quite costly. Other techniques obtain edge weight information by direct physical layer probing [25]. Such techniques have costs that are also vulnerable to frequent changes. Finally, standard MAC layer protocols do not account for variable transmission power and may be poorly affected by such conditions.

2.2 Aggregation

Heinzelman et al. describes another technique that utilizes optimal point-to-point transmissions, and combines it with another energy saving technique known as aggregation [12]. The strategy, called LEACH (Low-Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy), is designed to operate on a static wireless sensor network. It assumes that each node has the knowledge and ability to perform minimum power point-to-point transmissions to any other node in the network. It does not cap the maximum power of an individual transmission for any node, so a link conceivably exists between any two nodes. LEACH, however, recognizes that energy savings can be derived from forwarding via multiple hops. It combines the notions of clustering and data aggregation to achieve these advantages. LEACH divides time into rounds. During each round, some fixed number of nodes elect themselves to be cluster heads. Any node may randomly elect itself as long as it has not recently served as a cluster head. These
cluster heads will communicate directly with the single network root destination. All other nodes will forward traffic through the nearest cluster head. LEACH achieves energy efficiency because the cluster heads aggregate packets they forward. The energy model used in the study and in simulations makes sending a single large packet much less costly than sending multiple small packets totaling the same amount of data. Other aggregation strategies are able to conserve more energy when a node compresses redundant information that it notices in the data it is forwarding [18, 11]. In simulations, LEACH outperformed direct transmission, minimum power path, and static clustering schemes in terms of energy dissipated and node lifetime. Also, nodes were observed to fail in a relatively random order. In direct transmission far away nodes die soonest because they must use the greatest transmission power. In minimum power path experiments, nearby nodes die soonest because they handle the most traffic.

2.3 Energy Aware Routing

The notion of network links attributed with variable power weights is orthogonal to the manner in which routes are picked to forward packets across the network. Such routing techniques may attempt to obtain and use this information, or they may treat all links as having identical power consumption costs. In general, considering the power consumption associated with routing data over certain network paths is a promising technique for improving network lifetime.

2.3.1 Minimizing the Energy of Every Forwarding Path

One energy-conscious routing technique involves minimizing overall power consumption when forwarding packets. This is a fairly intuitive approach: in order to minimize the amount of energy consumed, minimize the amount of energy consumed at each stage. In this case, each stage refers to the act of forwarding an individual packet. When all edge weights have constant power consumption, minimizing energy consumption can be achieved in the straightforward manner of forwarding a packet
along the route with the fewest number of hops [10]. In the event that links are given variable edge weights, the problem becomes a weighted shortest-path problem, which also has a well-known solution [10]. Rodopolu and Meng describe such a technique in a static wireless network [17]. Nodes may transmit with a precise, limitless amount of energy. However, each node designates only certain nodes as its neighbors based on the notion of an enclosure region, beyond which a node will always find it optimal to forward a packet via one of its neighbors.

2.3.2 Load Balancing Strategies

Minimizing the energy consumed to route each individual packet is a greedy strategy. Therefore, numerous papers have pointed out that its overall performance may be suboptimal when considering network lifetime as the most important metric. The reasoning behind this flaw is simple: individual optimal paths may unevenly distribute the load encountered by particular nodes. Any node that is chosen to forward a disproportionately high percentage of packets will consume more energy than others and thus fail sooner [18, 21, 20]. The failure of such a crucial node is likely to disrupt the network or even partition it. Therefore, more sophisticated techniques attempt to evenly distribute the demands on each node.

One theme among many of these revised techniques for conserving energy is described by Chang and Tassiulas [7]. This study approaches optimal routing as a max-flow problem. Chang and Tassiulas found a beneficial link cost function to be largely dependent on the residual energy of the transmitting node [7]. Of course, in order to solve the problem in this way, the problem is also formulated as a network flow problem, which requires that the network traffic be defined in terms of predetermined flows. Many approaches make no such assumption about future traffic, making the problem far more complex.

Numerous studies have proposed that an important goal for maximizing network lifetime is to minimize power-variance over all nodes. Schurgers and Srivastava observe that optimal routing requires future knowledge, but suggest an efficient best-effort technique when future knowledge is not available [18]. The global objective
of this goal is to minimize the power-variance of all nodes when making forwarding decisions. This goal is motivated by the uncertainty of future traffic. Since the forwarding of some arbitrary traffic could demand the use of any node in the future, it is desirable to avoid the situation in which that node is significantly less capable than others. [18] aims to achieve this objective with a local routing strategy called Gradient-Based Routing (GBR). Each node has a property called its height in relation to the single destination node, and the gradient of a link is the difference between the heights of two nodes. Each node’s height is initialized to be the minimum number of hops to the destination, but a node will increase its height as its energy level drops. This technique was demonstrated to reduce the power-variance of the network in simulation. While [18] describes a technique for a single-destination network, the ideas could be incorporated into a network with traffic destined for multiple nodes.

2.3.3 Minimum Cost Routing

Another common energy aware routing technique evaluates potential forwarding paths with a cost based on the remaining energy of the nodes along each path. One such technique is Lifetime Prediction Routing (LPR) [14]. LPR is a reactive strategy for mobile networks that resembles Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) [6, 13]. In each technique, a node floods a query message across the entire network to find its destination. Each node that forwards the query adds itself to the path, so a node that answers it knows the return path it can use to respond to the query source. A node will answer the query if it is the destination node or has a cached path to that node. Source routing means that once a source has picked a path to the destination, it incorporates the route into every packet it sends. LPR differs from DSR in the manner in which a source node evaluates which route is the best among multiple alternatives. LPR is primarily concerned with network lifetime, so each reply message that contains a potential path to the destination also contains a metric estimating the path’s remaining lifetime. This metric is equal to the lifetime of the node along with the path that has the minimum such value. This value is computed by each individual node based on two pieces of information: its residual energy, and an estimate of its current energy.
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depletion rate, which is computed based on its most recent data. The source node will send traffic along the path with the highest residual lifetime metric. The paper demonstrated the ability for networks using LPR to outperform those using DSR in terms of network lifetime [14].

Studies conducted by Stojmenovic and Lin [21] in addition to Singh et al. [20] similarly recognize that straightforward power-minimizing paths are misguided. Both studies use approaches in which each node has a cost that is a reflection of its residual energy. These techniques differ from LPR in two key ways: they are not source routed, and they denote the cost of a path as the sum of the costs of its nodes, rather than the maximum node. Both papers tested various cost functions in simulations of static wireless networks, and found the power-aware approaches to be beneficial. Stojmenovic and Lin assume that nodes have precise power-control, the location of oneself and one’s neighbors, and knowledge of an accurate energy model, all of which enable minimum power point-to-point transmissions [21]. Additionally, they study cost functions that take both the residual energy and the transmission power of a path into consideration and found that such functions can improve network lifetime over those that do not consider a path’s power consumption. Both studies noted that saving improved significantly with network density [21, 20].

Toh explores the performance of techniques that incorporate aspects of both power minimizing methods with cost minimizing techniques [24]. The paper introduces a conditional max-min battery capacity routing technique that implements a shortest path technique when all nodes have residual energy levels above a threshold $\gamma$, and uses minimum cost routing similar to that discussed in [20] for any path with a node whose energy is below $\gamma$. This technique basically amounts to waiting until energy reserves are low to use the minimum cost routing technique. The simulated experiments show that increasing the threshold corresponds to increases in the number of hops taken by forwarded packets, along with decreases in the average expiration time of nodes. This last observation is attributed to the greater energy consumption associated with forwarding more packets along paths that exceed the shortest one. This study demonstrates a tradeoff between network fairness in terms of energy
and network lifetime by demonstrating that a more fair technique can decrease the network’s lifetime.

2.4 MAC Layer Optimizations

In addition to saving power by efficient packet forwarding, [19] discusses power savings that can be achieved by more effective utilization of the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. The primary observation is that a node’s radio actually performs three power consuming operations: transmission, reception, and idle. Under a basic wireless MAC protocol such as MACAW [5], nodes will often receive a packet unnecessarily, or operate in idle mode for an extended period of time. A more efficient technique would allow the node to momentarily disable its radio so as to not perform these wasteful operations. Turning the radio off is often referred to as sleeping or turning on power-save mode. Ye et al. build on this idea in an approach called sensor-MAC (S-MAC) [27, 26]. The goal of S-MAC is to cycle the entire wireless network on and off. Nodes coordinate and exchange sleeping schedules with neighbors in order to determine when they should listen for potential transmissions.

Span [8] is a technique that uses wireless power saving mode in a novel way to aid routing. Certain nodes temporarily elect themselves as coordinators, which run their radio equipment for the entire duration of this designation, while non-coordinators shut their radios off. A node will elect itself a coordinator if two of its neighbors are not connected via some other coordinator. Coordinators are intended to form a connected backbone for the network to which every node is linked. After some period of time, a coordinator will withdraw itself from its role. A node will wait for a longer period of time before this election if its energy reserves are low, which encourages nodes to share coordinator responsibilities over time. Since traffic may be destined for a sleeping node, such traffic may be buffered until it can be delivered. All nodes divide time into synchronized beacon periods. The short initial portion of this period is an advertised traffic window, during which non-coordinators may send or receive traffic. As an optimization, such non-coordinator packets are scheduled
in the portion of this period called the ad hoc traffic indication message (ATIM) window. Outside of the advertised traffic window, only coordinators forward traffic between one another. This traffic does not require advertisements. Span does not have any specific requirements in terms of how paths are selected to forward traffic, although the description seems to suggest that packets be forwarded along the current coordinator backbone. One shortcoming of the exiting implementation of Span is that it relies on a greedy geographic forwarding approach, which is unfortunately vulnerable to packets being discarded by a local minimum.

2.5 Topology Control

Most of the research described studies the behavior of various approaches when applied to networks with arbitrarily constructed layouts. However, a few innovative studies take a completely different approach by allowing more directed control over the network’s layout. One such technique is called Movement Control and is described by Basu and Redi [4]. The key goal of this investigation is to improve fault-tolerance, rather than network lifetime. The study introduces the notion of bi-connectivity as a minimum requirement for reliability. A network is considered bi-connected if it remains connected despite the failure of any single node. [4] not only allows nodes to be mobile, but requires nodes to be both able and willing to move as directed. Additionally, nodes must be location aware, and have accurate knowledge of how network links are related to node locations. Under these circumstances, [4] proposes and studies two techniques for computing appropriate directions for nodes to move in a way that makes the network bi-connected and demonstrates their success in examples.

Dasgupta et al. describe yet another novel technique called SPRING (Sensor Placement and Role assignment for energy-efficient Information Gathering) [11]. SPRING considers scenarios of static sensor networks, but places only a few constraints on the layout of the network. These constraints dictate that every point or region of interest is covered by some sensor node, and that all sensor nodes generate traffic that should be delivered to the root node. Instead of dealing with some arbitrary network
layout, SPRING uses an approach with the freedom to direct the initial deployment of the network nodes. Starting with some arbitrary layout, SPRING computes modified positions for nodes that benefit the network’s lifetime. Additionally, SPRING distinguishes node’s roles as either sensors or relays, making sure not to assign any more sensors than necessary. Unlike the topology control described by [4], SPRING does not require the computation to be performed by the nodes themselves. Likewise, the node need to be neither mobile nor location aware. Instead, the computation is performed beforehand, and is used to initialize placement of nodes in the network. Because of this off-line computation, the SPRING algorithm may easily be performed with global knowledge and does not require the network to devote the overhead it does in [4]. [11] supplements SPRING with MLDA (Maximum Lifetime Data Gathering with Aggregation). This algorithm creates a schedule dictating when data packets generation and forwarding for the entire network. MLDA views this problem as a maximum flow. Like SPRING, this algorithm is executed off-line with global knowledge. Through simulated experiments, [11] demonstrates a network designed by SPRING to outperform a network with a random layout in terms of lifetime.
Chapter 3

Augmentation Algorithm

As proposed in this work, network layouts are to be augmented with extra nodes to achieve improved reliability and longevity. The process of augmentation will be performed by off-line computation with global knowledge of the network’s layout. The basic structure of this algorithm is to input a complete description of a connected network layout, and output a modified version of that layout. This output is a superset of its input. In other words, it incorporates every node from the input, along with some additional nodes. The idea of a single failure partitioning any portions of the network is considered insufficient reliability. Thus, ensuring network bi-connectivity is an important property of a network. In the event that a single node fails, bi-connectivity guarantees that the network remains connected.

3.1 Conceptual Outline

Conceptually, the augmentation algorithm performs three key operations. First, it identifies the bi-connected components of a network. Second, it labels regions in the space of the network’s environment with a measure of how beneficial a node placed within that region would be. Third, it chooses a region and a point from within that region to place an augmented node. The algorithm repeats this process until the augmented network is bi-connected. Notice that a clear relationship between nodes’ positions and their connectivity must exist. The algorithm defines a link to exist
Figure 3-1: The coverage regions associated with a single node (a) and a network of three nodes (b).

from node $v_1$ to node $v_2$ if and only if $d(v_1, v_2) \leq R$, where $R$ is a radius defined before execution time, and $d$ is a typical Euclidean distance function. This model is commonly used in the literature, and creates a network with connections in a manner referred to as a unit graph [21]. This model is consistent with that used in the simulated environment. Given a single node, one can divide the space by a circular region. Any other node located within this region will be connected to it, and any node outside the region will not. A similar coverage region can be defined for multiple nodes as the union of each individual node’s region. This concept of the region covered by a set of nodes is crucial for the augmentation algorithm, but it only makes sense when the set itself makes up a connected network.

Once the bi-connected components have been isolated, the coverage areas of these components are of great importance in order to choose a position for the next augmentation node. Each coverage region of a bi-connected component may intersect with the regions of one or more other bi-connected components. Together, the space may be divided into overlapping regions. These regions can be labeled with a rank indicating the number of component coverage regions that intersect in each area. The basic idea is that an area with a higher rank is a more optimal location to place an
Figure 3-2: Figure (a) illustrates the regions corresponding to the two bi-connected components in the graph. These components share the middle point. Each region is labeled with its rank. Figure (b) illustrates that a point may be selected in the region with the greatest rank that does not bi-connect the network.

augmented node. Ideally, placing a node in an area in which $N$ regions intersect should join $N$ bi-connected components. Unfortunately, a simple example shows that this is not always true. A network with three nodes arranged linearly, as in Figure 3-2, has two bi-connected components each of size two. Notice that choosing any point within the highest ranked region does not necessarily unite the two components. The point chosen is within the region of the highest ranking, but does not link to both the far nodes, as it would need to in order to bi-connect the network. The problem is that the highest numbered area is at least the size of the coverage region of a single node. This is an extremely common problem, as the bi-connected components are never disjoint. A point shared by two bi-connected components is known as an articulation point. The more precise definition of an articulation point is one whose removal would partition the network.

A more successful approach is similar to the one previously described, but refined in such a way as to avoid the problem encountered with articulation points. Instead of allowing an articulation point to contribute to the coverage regions of multiple components, they are excluded from the regions of all components and assigned to individual regions. Using this approach, the three node example would be divided into
regions as shown in Figure 3-3. The highest ranked region has a rank of three, and is much smaller. Placing a node anywhere within this region bi-connects the network. This augmentation process can be applied repeatedly to the modified network until the entire network is bi-connected.

3.2 Implementation Details

The implementation of the augmentation algorithm parallels its conceptual basis. The code for the algorithm is written entirely in Java (version 1.4.2 [15]), which was selected because of its built-in geometric awt package, which features operations for performing unions and intersections on regions. A number of data structures are helpful in organizing the abstractions necessary to achieve the desired outcome.

3.2.1 Graph

A necessary data abstraction is that of a graph. A graph represents the mathematical concept of a collection of nodes and edges. Figure 3-4 illustrates the object model of the graph implementation. A node can be any general Java object. An edge contains three pieces of data: a source node, a sink node, and a boolean indicating whether or not the edge is directed. Two directed edges are considered equal if and only if
they have identical source and sink nodes. Two undirected edges are equal if and only if they have the same pair of nodes, regardless of which is considered the source and which is the sink. A directed edge is never equal to an undirected edge. The concept of a graph is simply an interface specifying methods for manipulating and obtaining information about the graph. The actual implementation is that of a more strict undirected graph, in which all edges are undirected.

The graph specification provides many methods for mutating the graph as well as observing information about it. The mutators include the ability to add a node, remove a node, add an edge, and remove an edge. An edge may be added externally, in which it is created outside the graph and added with the `addEdge` method, or internally, in which the `connect` method is called on two of the graph's nodes. If an edge is added which contains a node not already in the graph, that node also is included in the graph. If a node or edge is added to a graph in which it is already present, the operation has no effect. The underlying representation of an undirected graph object uses a `HashMap` (Java's implementation of a common hash table) to associate nodes and edges. Each node in the graph is a key mapped to a set of its adjacent edges. The representation invariant states that for each edge in the set mapped to by a node \(A\), then \(A\) is one of the nodes of that edge. Additionally, the opposite node of such an edge is also a key of the `HashMap`, and its adjacency set
contains an equivalent edge. All the mutators of an undirected graph enforce this invariant.

The graph interface also supplies a number of useful accessors. One such observer obtains an unmodifiable view of a set of all the nodes in the graph. The interface also has observers to test whether a given node or edge is contained in the graph. An accessor called `anyNode` will obtain a single node from the graph. The returned node is the first node listed by an iterator of the `HashMap`'s `keySet` property. Another observer called `getAdjacencySet` will obtain an unmodifiable view of the adjacency set of a given node. Finally, the undirected graph has a method to determine if it is connected. This method performs a breadth-first search [10] of the network, starting at the node returned by `anyNode`. Like all such searches, this method maintains a visited set to avoid searching the same node more than once and looping. When the search terminates, if the size of the visited set is the same as the size of the entire node set, then the graph is connected.

### 3.2.2 Bi-connected Components

Another key abstraction is that of the bi-connected components, which are represented by a single object that is initialized with the graph of interest. An instance of this `BiconnectedComponents` object immediately computes the graph's components, which it stores as a set of graphs, along with another set of the graph's articulation points. The algorithm for computing the bi-connected component is described by Tarjan in [23]. The basis of the procedure is a depth-first search [10] of the given graph that designates each node with the number corresponding to the order in which it is first visited. In addition to this number, each node is assigned a value called its `lowpt`, which is significant in identifying the bi-connected components. The depth-first search of a graph can be visualized as transforming the graph into a tree of directed edges. Since a tree is a graph without loops, it only includes a subset of the edges of the original graph. However, in this particular algorithm, the edges that point from a node to one of its ancestors, called fronds, are important. Together, the tree and the fronds are called a palm tree. The `lowpt` of a node is assigned the least
Figure 3-5: The input graph (a) is turned into a palm tree by a depth-first search as shown in (b). The dashed segments are fronds. Beside each node is its \texttt{lowpt}. Node 1 is an articulation point because it is the root but has two child nodes. Node 6 is an articulation point because it is its own \texttt{lowpt}. Figure (c) shows the bi-connected components of the graph.

The number value that can be obtained by traversing the directed edges leading out of the node in the palm tree, along with no more than one frond. If an edge’s source node is the \texttt{lowpt} of some other node, then that node is an articulation point, and the edges leading out of it form a bi-connected component. Additionally, a node is an articulation point if it is the root of the tree and it has more than one child node. Figure 3-5 illustrates a sample graph, along with the corresponding palm tree and bi-connected components.

### 3.2.3 Network

The objects discussed so far all deal with isolating the bi-connected components of the general concept of a graph. A separate code package describes the geographic layouts of networks and their nodes. This package has three key classes: \texttt{Node}, \texttt{NodeSet}, and \texttt{Network}. Figure 3-6 illustrates the object model for these three classes. A \texttt{Node} is an immutable object with a position in two-dimensional space and a radial transmission range. A \texttt{NodeSet} and a \texttt{Network} are both subclasses of an \texttt{AbstractNodeCollection} class. The motivation for this behavior is that the two classes share much of the same properties but are often used for different purposes. The key property that they
share is the ability to store Node objects and maintain the total area corresponding to the union of each Node's individual coverage region. For simplicity, and because the networks modeled are assumed to be uniform, the node collection itself has an immutable radial range property, and each member node has the same radial range property. An individual node's coverage region is conveniently represented by Java's Ellipse2D and Area classes, contained within the java.awt.geom package. An Area initialized with a single Ellipse2D shape can be modified by operations such as union, intersection, and subtraction with other Area objects. The coverage area is maintained when adding a node by performing a union operation of the coverage region of this node with the node collection's existing coverage region. Note that nodes may not be removed from the collection, largely because the operation was not necessary and would make maintaining this coverage area property far more difficult.

While a NodeSet and a Network share this coverage region property, they differ in other ways. Most notably, they differ in the way in which they store nodes. Given this difference, AbstractNodeCollection defines an abstract protected includeNode...
method that it calls when a node is added and each class implements differently. A NodeSet stores its nodes in a trivial manner using a HashSet object, but a Network uses a more complex technique. In addition to storing the geographic layout information it inherits from an AbstractNodeCollection, a Network is an object that relates this layout information with the links between those nodes. The Network stores all of its nodes in two data structures: a graph and a HashMap. The Network enforces a representation invariant upon the graph stating that if two of its nodes' positions are within the transmission range of one another, then they are connected in the graph. When a node is added to the Network, it is added to the graph, and its distance is computed to a subset of the other nodes in the network to check if they should be connected in the graph. In order to prevent the network from having to check the distance to all of the existing nodes, a HashMap property called a grid is maintained to enforce that only a subset of the nodes must be checked. The keys of this table are two-dimensional points in increments of the Network's radius. Each point represents the square cell with a side the length of the radial range, and whose bottom-left coordinate is that of the point itself. Each of these grid cells maps to the set of nodes located within that square. When a new node is added, only nodes within the node's grid cell and the eight adjacent cells need to be checked for possible connections. Any node in another grid cell must be beyond its radial transmission range, and need not be checked.

3.2.4 Combinations

A Combination is an interface for an extremely simple producer class, which must have a single combine method that takes a Combination as an argument, and produces a third as a result. The specification defines a combination as feasible if the combine method returns an object and infeasible if it returns null. It also states that if the argument is not of the same type as the object for which the method is called, the combination is infeasible. Finally, it says that if an object is produced, it should be of the same type as the object for which the method is called. The purpose of a Combination is to provide a simple interface for a few more complex
types, each of which is defined to highlight specific behaviors. These types include the SingleParityCombination and Levels objects.

The SingleParityCombination class implements the Combination interface. The class's key property is a set of elements that it stores. A SingleParityCombination enforces a feasibility policy on two objects as determined by the protected canCombine method. This policy is more strict than that specified by the Combination interface. If a SingleParityCombination has \( N \) elements, a feasible combination may be performed with another such object if and only if it also has \( N \) elements, and \( N - 1 \) of these elements are equal to elements of the object. Note that this is well-defined, since the specification of a set ensures that it may only contain one copy of an object. If two SingleParityCombinations meet this criteria, they produce a third object with \( N + 1 \) elements corresponding to the union of the element of both objects. Notice that this operation is symmetric, so the result of passing object \( B \) as an argument to object \( A \) is identical to the result of passing object \( A \) as an argument to object \( B \).

A Levels object computes all feasible combination from an initial set. The Levels class contains a list of sets. Each element of each of these sets is a Combination object. The Levels object has a computeLevels methods that is immediately called by its constructor. This methods initializes this object's list and initializes it in the following way. The set at index zero is the initial set of combinations. The set at index \( i + 1 \) is the set of all objects produced by feasible combinations of the elements at index \( i \). This continues until all the combinations of the highest index set are infeasible. Note that a Combination object may be defined in a way such that no highest index exists. Under such a circumstance, a Levels object created with a set of these combinations would cause an infinite loop. For a set of SingleParityCombinations, this is not the case. Since all Sets achievable during execution are finite, each SingleParityCombination has a number of elements bounded by some finite number \( P \). Additionally, the initial set of these objects is also a finite value \( Q \). The largest SingleParityCombination achievable from combinations of this initial set would have finite size \( P \cdot Q \). No other combination in the levels object could feasibly be combined with such an object, so
the process will terminate.

### 3.2.5 Surface Intersections

A SurfaceIntersection object is a subtype of a SingleParityCombination. The entire hierarchy of these classes is shown in an object model in Figure 3-7. The elements of each SurfaceIntersection must be NodeSet objects. A SurfaceIntersection also maintains an area corresponding to the intersecting region of all its NodeSet element’s coverage areas. This intersection region is always nonempty, a policy that can be enforced only by a more strict notion of feasibility than a standard SingleParityCombination. This feasibility notion is implemented by overriding the canCombine method, which, in addition to calling the superclass’s method, checks if the two potential objects have intersection regions that overlap. If they do, their combination is feasible. Additionally, the combine method is augmented to produce an object for which the intersection region is the overlapping area of the two objects whose combination produced it.
3.2.6 Augmentation Using Network Levels

The functions of all the aforementioned objects are combined in the `NetworkLevels` class to collectively implement the goal described by the conceptual outline. This class is a subtype of the `Levels` class whose combinations are all `SurfaceIntersection` objects. A `NetworkLevels` object has a `Network` object at all times called its best at the moment, along with an integer parameter called `fewestComponents` indicating the number of bi-connected components of this `Network`. The initial `Network` object representation of the network to be augmented is passed to the constructor. The `NetworkLevels` object proceeds to immediately feed the layout of this `Network` to create a `BiconnectedComponent` object, which is used to assign the `fewestComponents` measure. Next, a set of `SurfaceIntersections` is created, each containing a single `NodeSet`. These `NodeSets` are created from either an individual articulation point or from the bi-connected components with their articulation points excluded. This set is then passed to the `computeLevels` method inherited from the `Levels` superclass. The list representing the levels of this subclass subsequently obeys the following invariant: the `SurfaceIntersections` at index $i$ include exactly $i+1$ `NodeSet` objects. A `SurfaceIntersection` with $i$ `NodeSets` represents a region in which $i$ overlapping components intersect.

Once the `NetworkLevels` object has been initialized with a `Network`, its `BiconnectedComponents`, and executed `computeLevels`, augmentation can begin. This augmentation process is performed by choosing a point to place an additional node based on these intersections, and then flattening the levels. Flattening replaces the best `Network`, along with the `BiconnectedComponents` object with those corresponding to this augmented `Network`, and then computing the `Levels` once again. This flattening process is repeated until the entire `Network` is bi-connected. Given that the `SurfaceIntersections` with the highest rank are at the greatest index of the `Levels` list, according to the conceptual outline, the components at this index of the `Levels` list are the most desirable regions to place augmented nodes. Any one of the `SurfaceIntersections` at the highest level is chosen, since they are considered
equally important.

Once a region is chosen, a point from within that region must be selected. This step is performed when the area of the selected intersection region is passed to a private static method called `getAnyPoint`. As implemented, this method returns the point at the center of the bounding box of the area. This point selection technique is largely heuristic, and is not guaranteed to improve the network. Two reasons exist that make this selection imperfect. First, the point itself may not lie inside the surface. This event may occur when bi-connected components collectively manage to form a region that is not convex. Another problem may be that no point in the actual region could benefit the network, despite its high rank. Based on these scenarios, any point that is chosen is first made a candidate. A new `Network` object is formed uniting this point with those of the original `Network`, and the bi-connected components are computed. If the new network has fewer components than the original, the candidate is considered sufficient, and is included in the augmented `Network`. If it is not deemed sufficient, another point at the highest ranking region is selected as a candidate. This process is repeated until a worthy candidate point has been found.

### 3.3 Shortcomings

While the augmentation algorithm described has produced solutions in all known trials, it is not without its weaknesses. These weaknesses are mainly related to the optimality of the algorithm, both with regard to the quality of the solution and in the performance of the algorithm itself. The reason these shortcomings exist is largely due to the low benefit their solutions may produce relative to their cost of such a solution. In most situations, the algorithm is unlikely to produce a solution that significantly differs from the optimal one.

One shortcoming of the augmentation algorithm is its potential to produce suboptimal solutions. Let the optimal solution be the one that results in the fewest additional nodes, as would be the case if each additional node had some cost. As noted earlier, the algorithm is greedy, and thus chooses points for new nodes before
investigating whether it is making the best possible selection. It does not perform point selection completely blindly. The algorithm uses the heuristic rank of the number of components and articulation points that are within transmission range of that point. Additionally, the algorithm double checks every point to ensure that it reduces the number of bi-connected components in the network before committing to it. However, once such a point is found, it is permanently chosen. An alternative version would search for numerous possible augmented layouts simultaneously, and choose the best bi-connected one.

A clear example in which the augmentation algorithm produces a suboptimal solution is illustrated in Figures 3-8 and 3-9. Suppose a bi-connected layout exists with 20 nodes forming a circle as in Figure 3-8. Now, suppose the network of interest has the same layout, but is missing one of these nodes, as shown in Figure 3-9 (a). Clearly, the graph can be augmented as a bi-connected graph with the addition of a single node. However, the augmentation algorithm fixes the graph as shown in Figure 3-9 (b). Notice that it uses far more augmented nodes than necessary. The reason for this result is that the region where the single node could be placed to bi-connect the network has a rank of two, while the regions where the nodes are actually placed all have a rank greater than two. Assuming that adding the least number of nodes possible is optimal, this situation demonstrates that because of its greedy nature, the augmentation algorithm can produce suboptimal solutions.

While the algorithm has the potential to produce suboptimal solutions, its performance can be bounded. In the worst case, a network would consist entirely of articulation points (as is the case in Figure 3-9 (a)). In this or any scenario, the network will be biconnected if an additional node is placed on every existing node. Thus, a network with \( N \) initial nodes will be augmented with at most \( N \) additional nodes.

Another potential source of suboptimal performance is the manner in which points are selected from a given region. Currently, the point chosen is at the center of the bounding box property of the given region. The bounding box of a region is the smallest rectangular area with sides parallel to the coordinate axes that contains
Figure 3-8: A bi-connected network in the shape of a ring.

the region. The center of this area may not be within the region if it is not convex or if it is disjoint. An alternative means was attempted by selecting one of the points located on the region’s PathIterator property. These points are generally on the edge of the region. This technique was discarded because it sometimes produced flawed augmented networks that were not bi-connected. Additionally, this technique would often place augmented nodes at locations outside the initial limits of the network’s layout area, which is an inconvenience when transferring the layout to the simulator. Since both these techniques are greedy, a technique that searched for the optimal solution among a number of possible points could produce better results than each of them. However, since the region is continuous, some manner for choosing a finite set of points would be needed.
Figure 3-9: (a) The network form Figure 3-8 with one fewer node. (b) The bi-connected augmented network layout produced on this input network.
3.4 Merging

Finally, one aspect of the algorithm worth discussing is that of a technique omitted from the original design. This technique was intended to circumvent the process of repeatedly computing the bi-connected components of intermediate network layouts by merging bi-connected components that are joined by an additional point, while still maintaining an accurate view of the remaining bi-connected components. The \texttt{merge} operation is a producer method of the \texttt{SurfaceIntersection} class that takes another \texttt{SurfaceIntersection} and the \texttt{NodeSet} equivalent to the union of those in that \texttt{SurfaceIntersection}. If the two \texttt{SurfaceIntersections} share any \texttt{NodeSets}, then the operation returns a new \texttt{SurfaceIntersection} that substitutes the given \texttt{NodeSet} for any of these shared \texttt{NodeSets}. Thus, the rank and intersecting area of the object returned may differ from the one called. In a preliminary design, the \texttt{NetworkLevels} object called this \texttt{merge} operation on every \texttt{SurfaceIntersection} in its levels after adding a point during flattening. Those for which \texttt{merge} produced a new \texttt{SurfaceIntersection} were removed from the levels, and the new object was added to the appropriate level given its rank. Those that shared no \texttt{NodeSets} with the updated one remained unchanged. Two problems exist with this technique. One problem is that it does not maintain articulation points in separate \texttt{NodeSet} entities. Another problem is that it does not ensure that each point added to the graph actually reduces the number of bi-connected components. Figure 3-10 illustrates a situation that employs this technique, and the associated shortcomings. Additionally, in the final algorithm, the bi-connected components must be computed in order to ensure that the candidate point selected reduces the number of components. Once this operation is performed, using the updated \texttt{BiconnectedComponents} object to repeat the \texttt{computeLevels} operation again is not unreasonable to execute. Executing \texttt{computeLevels} re-initializes the levels with an accurate representation of the environment, making the function performed by the \texttt{merge} operation unnecessary.
Figure 3-10: (a) Illustrates an example of a network layout in which the merge operation fails. Every point in the network is an articulation point, and is thus in an individual region. (b) Shows the result of a single point being added and the regions that remain after it is merged with all of its neighbors. The regions are assigned in such a way that if the highest ranking region in the center is chosen, the additional point added does not reduce the number of bi-connected components in the original network. Additionally, after the merge operations, four of the original articulation points are no longer in regions by themselves, but instead are part of the larger region of the bi-connected component to which they belong.
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Simulation

The effect that bi-connectivity has on potential network lifetime is less direct than its effect on reliability. Experimentation is the most dependable technique to fully investigate this relationship. Given the augmentation algorithm described, the performance of a simulated bi-connected network may be directly compared to the layout from which it was derived.

4.1 Implementation

The network simulation (ns-2) environment is the framework for the simulations [2]. ns-2 is an extension of OTcl [3], a scripting language with an interpreter written in C++ [22]. ns-2 is a detailed network simulator, and it is an open-source project that enables customization. As discussed earlier, strategic node placement is one of a number of techniques proposed for improving network lifetime. Thus, in addition to testing bi-connectivity, running tests that compare energy-aware routing and their relationship with bi-connectivity is also important.

4.2 Routing Protocols

Span was selected because of its documented results of improving network lifetime and because an implementation exists that extends ns-2 [9]. Span uses MAC-level power
savings along with a routing backbone of coordinators, a promising energy-aware routing mechanism. Additionally, Span’s technique of sharing the responsibility of backbone coordinators among all nodes is likely to be less effective in sparse networks, where an articulation point node is likely to need to act as a coordinator continuously. Bi-connectivity offers the benefit of enabling such a node to split this responsibility with an augmented node. The well-established wireless routing method, destination-sequenced distance vector (DSDV), was selected as a basis of comparison [6, 16].

Unfortunately, the existing implementation of Span branched off of ns-2 version 2.1b1, which differs significantly from the most up to date version available. To accommodate this implementation, all tests were run on this older version, with a few specific modifications. Some modifications were made to the implementation of Span itself. In the experiments run by the original study [8], only a fraction of nodes were able to originate and receive traffic. In these experiments, these nodes were all designated as permanent coordinators. To implement this behavior, these source and sink nodes were all given the lowest \( N \) ids in the network. Each node had a srcsink property, which was assigned \( N \). The idea is that any node with an id less than \( N \) could be considered a permanent coordinator by other nodes. To disable this characteristic required two changes. First, the srcsink property was initialized to 0 for all nodes, so that they would all operate Span as intended, and none would be permanent coordinators. Second, a few lines of C++ code needed to be commented out. These lines were part of the SpanAgent class that handled incoming and outgoing packets. The original code would determine if the next hop to receive a packet was the packet’s destination and, if so, assume that it was a coordinator when forwarding. Since this assumption was no longer valid, most packets would be dropped one hop away from their destination without the code modification.

To contrast the performance of Span, identical simulations were run using the DSDV routing protocol. While Span ideally has the ability to avoid crucial nodes during routing, DSDV does not consider power levels at all when selecting forwarding paths. DSDV [6, 16] is a variation of the common distance-vector routing protocol in which nodes maintain and exchange routing tables that contain information about
the next hop and distances to all known destination addresses. Additionally, DSDV lacks Span's MAC layer power saving capabilities. As a distance-vector protocol, DSDV will select the shortest available route to forward packets between a source and destination. Since transmission power is assumed to be constant, DSDV functionally behaves identically to a minimum power path routing algorithm. It should be noted that while DSDV was designed for mobile networks, all the networks simulated used in these simulations are static. The routing protocol has a parameter called the waited settling time (WST), which is used to schedule routing table announcements and table entry expirations. The WST was set to 0.5 in order to speed up the initial routing table exchanges during simulation.

As discussed, changes to the Span implementation were necessary to adapt it to the needs of this particular study. Additionally, a few other more critical changes were required of other components of the ns-2 libraries. These modifications were reflected as fixes to bugs in the DSDV package. One such bug was most likely caused by an unnecessary change made during the implementation of Span. All ns-2 wireless routing protocols other than Span depend on an address resolution protocol (ARP), which uses a one-time request/reply operation to discover the MAC address associated with a certain network address. Nodes can only discover and only need the MAC addresses of their immediate neighbors. Nodes use this discovery phase to request the MAC address of the next hop node when forwarding a packet. However, the code had been altered for nodes to instead request the MAC address of the packet's destination. The result of this bug was that only packets that needed to travel a single hop could be delivered. The bug was fixed by commenting out this inexplicable change to the ARP request packet in the C++ LL (Link Layer) class.

Another bug was specific to the implementation of DSDV in the relatively old version of ns-2 from which Span's implementation branched. This bug has since been corrected, although in a slightly more hurried manner. Basically, DSDV agents maintain a few small queues in addition to its network interface queue. Each routing table entry has a five packet queue that it uses to store packets destined for a node with either a nonexistent or expired entry. Once the entry is updated, the queued
packets can be freed and forwarded on to their next hop. Unfortunately, the code did not update the routing table before dequeuing the packets, which resulted in any dequeued packet immediately being re-queued, leading to an infinite loop. The latest version of ns-2 fixes this bug by only attempting to forward a single packet from the queue. Not only is this solution unable to deliver that packet, but it also leads to a state in which all these packets are never freed from memory, despite the lack of any reference to them. The version used in these simulations fixes the problem in such a way that all packets are dequeued only after the entire routing table entry has been updated, allowing them to be sent to the next hop.

### 4.3 Energy Model

The energy model used in simulations came directly from the Span extension of ns-2. This energy model accounts for energy consumed during all radio operations. Specifically, the consumption parameters are: 1.4 watts during transmission, 1.0 watts during reception, 0.83 watts during idle time, and 0.13 watts during the sleep mode used by Span. Additionally, all simulations used the same parameters for the channel and propagation models. These parameters matched a model of an omni-directional transmission range with a limit of 250 meters. Notice that transmission power is never varied, so nodes will theoretically transmit packets with more energy than necessary. All nodes were initialized with 500 Joules of energy in every simulation.

### 4.4 Layouts

Layouts were generated by a few helper classes written in Java called the Generator and LayoutWriter. The LayoutWriter had static methods for outputting a layout in all the convenient formats, including an OTcl script that positions all the nodes. The Generator produced an initial and augmented layout given the following parameters: the number of initial nodes, the radial transmission range, and rectangular bounds designating the area in which a node may be placed. Since the radial transmission
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Nodes</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Augmented Nodes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1000 x 1000</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>1100 x 1100</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1000 x 1000</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1100 x 1100</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>1200 x 1200</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: The average number of augmented nodes needed to bi-connect various initial scenarios. All results are derived from 10 individual layouts.

range is exclusive in simulations, but inclusive in the Network class, a value of 249.9 was used as the range.

The Generator executed a number of steps when producing random layouts. First, each node was placed by randomly choosing its coordinates from a uniform distribution across the entire bounded area. Each node was added to a Network object, which created the corresponding unit graph representation. This graph would be tested for two criteria to decide if the layout was acceptable: the graph had to be connected yet not bi-connected. Initial bi-connected layouts were not used because they did not need any augmentation. Disconnected graphs were not acceptable because they did not fit the requirements of the augmentation algorithm. All unacceptable layouts were disregarded. All acceptable layouts were bi-connected by a NetworkLevels object. Both the initial and augmented layouts were then output to files using the LayoutWriter that would be read during the setup phase of a simulation.

The criteria which constitutes an allowable initial network layouts suggests some constraints on the initial parameters. For example, if the networks produced were all too dense, they would be rejected because they were initially bi-connected. Conversely, if the placement area was too large, generating a connected graph would be unlikely. Table 4.1 display the average number of augmented nodes needed to bi-connected networks with various initial parameters. As expected, sparser layouts, which generally have fewer nodes per unit area, require more augmented nodes. Figure 4-1 shows three network layouts and their augmented counterparts.
Figure 4-1: Figures (a), (c), and (e) are initial network layouts and (b), (d), and (f) show their respective augmented layouts. All these initial layouts feature 30 nodes on a 1000 m x 1000 m area.
4.5 Traffic

ns-2 defines all network traffic as a stream between a traffic source agent and a traffic sink agent, each attached to a specific node. Since a desirable characteristic of the simulations is to have uniformly random traffic between all nodes, a source and sink agent are created for every ordered pair of unique nodes in the simulation. The source agent is of type Agent/CBR/UDP in version 2.1b1, which has since been replaced by a similar class named Agent/UDP. Similar to the well-known UDP protocol, this agent blindly sends packets without expecting any sort of acknowledgment or performing flow control. The traffic seen by each agent is produced by an OTcl Traffic/Trace object, which has since been renamed the Application/Traffic/Trace class in the most recent version of ns-2. The object is capable of reading binary data files that specify a series of packets according to their size and inter-arrival times. By default, the Traffic/Trace object generates the traffic starting at a random point in the file. This behavior is inconsistent with the desire to keep traffic constant across multiple scenarios, so the class was modified to always start at the beginning of the file. In order to reduce the number of packets discarded due to the set up phase of both routing protocols, all traffic streams began generating traffic 10 seconds after the simulation started. No traffic is originated nor destined for any of the augmented nodes.

Like network layouts, the traffic is generated by an external helper Java class called the BinaryTrafficOutput, which produces binary traffic data files in the format read by OTcl Traffic/Trace objects. The process takes two parameters: the number of nodes in the network, and the desired mean inter-arrival time. The traffic output models a Poisson process with the given mean. The process of producing Poisson inter-arrival times is performed by a RandomExponentialDistribution object [1]. The BinaryTrafficOutput class produces one file for each ordered pair of unique nodes. Each file contains 1000 pairs representing a sequence of packets. Each packet is 500 bytes with inter-arrival times randomly generated. The files have information for 1000 packets to ensure that no test would run long enough to produce traffic that
reached the end of the file. In this case, the simulation would return to reading traffic from the beginning of the file.
Chapter 5

Results

Data was collected from numerous executions of the ns-2 simulator. For each individual run, the simulator output data describing critical events into a trace file. Like other aspects of the tests, these files were formatted in a manner different from that of the current ns-2 environment. Additionally, the Span code added some unique formats to experiments which used it for routing.

In order to make sense of this data, these files were parsed using a Perl script applied to each individual trace file. The script counted all the packets received between any two pairs of nodes. From this information, it computed the average and standard deviation of the packets successfully forwarded among any pair. It also computed the aggregate packet delivery statistics from each run, along with the total number of packets discarded for each possible reason. The script recorded the failure time of each node, from which it could extract the average and standard deviation of these failure times.

5.1 Metrics

Various metrics were studied from the data collected to evaluate the performances of variable conditions. The metrics compared are network lifetime, throughput, and network fairness.

Every test is characterized by three parameters: the initial number of nodes, the
length of a side of it’s layout in meters, and the mean arrival time at each node. Each unique trial was run four times, using Span and DSDV routing protocols on both the original network and its augmented counterpart. Running tests with these conditions under identical parameters was crucial in order to make controlled comparisons between trials with different routing protocols and augmented layouts. For example, ten layouts were generated with 20 initial nodes in a 1000 meter square area. Four tests were run for each layout. The layouts were tested with Span and DSDV routing procedures, and then the augmented layouts were tested using the same procedures. All tests used the same traffic data. Identical traffic data is important for making fair comparisons between different tests run on the same layout. Various data collected from each trial were then averaged over all ten trials.

5.1.1 Throughput

Throughput, or packet delivery, is considered an important quantitative characteristic of network performance. Normally, throughput is an easy characteristic to assess by simply comparing the aggregate number of packets delivered by each trial. However, when comparing initial and augmented networks, aggregate packets delivered is not a fair measurement to use. The networks should be compared in terms of how well they utilize their resources rather than how much of a resource they have. Adding additional nodes is likely to help any network deliver more packets overall by simply increasing the network’s capacity. Note that this is a consequence of the assumption that none of the augmented nodes produce any traffic. This observation seems to suggest that a network be augmented with as many nodes as possible. However, introducing new nodes is likely to be a costly procedure, so the ideal scenario would introduce as few as possible to meet certain conditions. In order to account for the cost of additional nodes, the quantity compared is packets delivered per unit energy, rather than total packets. Each additional node introduces another 500 Joules of energy for the network to use to forward packets. Whether it uses this additional energy well or not is the question to be studied.

The results were consistent across all conditions. DSDV networks delivered more
Table 5.1: The aggregate packets delivered in simulated environments. Each record is the average of ten individual trials. The data within each table provides some insight into the effects of augmentation on each routing algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) 20 Nodes, 1000 m, 0.52 s arrivals</th>
<th>(b) 30 Nodes, 1000 m, 1.03 s arrivals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSDV</td>
<td>Span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>20482.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>21214.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(c) 30 Nodes, 1000 m, 3.10 s arrivals</th>
<th>(d) 30 Nodes, 1200 m, 1.03 s arrivals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSDV</td>
<td>Span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>5577.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>5615.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: The packets/energy delivered in simulated environments. Each record is the average of ten individual trials. The data within each table provides normalized information about the effects of augmentation on each routing algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a) 20 Nodes, 1000 m, 0.52 s arrivals</th>
<th>(b) 30 Nodes, 1000 m, 1.03 s arrivals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSDV</td>
<td>Span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>1.83</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(c) 30 Nodes, 1000 m, 3.10 s arrivals</th>
<th>(d) 30 Nodes, 1200 m, 1.03 s arrivals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSDV</td>
<td>Span</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

packets than Span networks, but augmented Span networks exhibited a far greater improvement in throughput than augmented DSDV networks. Table 5.1 shows the aggregate packets data, while Table 5.2 shows the data in packets per unit energy. Augmented Span networks improvement in packets/energy was always positive, while augmented DSDV networks saw a strictly negative change in packets/energy.

These results have multiple explanations. The difference in augmented packets/energy for Span tests may be a more substantial improvement than for DSDV tests because Span makes better use of its energy resources. However, another explanation is that the augmented networks are capable of forwarding traffic between more pairs than the original networks because of their positioning.

While the key advance made by Span focuses on the MAC level optimization, the forwarding technique is a somewhat unsophisticated position-based greedy technique.
Table 5.3: The percentage of pairs of nodes that were unable to deliver traffic using the Span protocol. Each record is the average of ten individual trials.

Unfortunately, such a greedy forwarding technique is vulnerable to local minima, in which a node forwards a packet to a neighbor who is closer to the destination, but this node cannot find a closer neighbor than itself. The presence of such local minima is increased by the sparse nature of the network layouts. Since nodes were static, any source and destination that could not successfully forward traffic would drop their traffic consistently. This pair could potentially find a greedy route with the addition of an augmented node. Table 5.3, which records the percentage of node pairs that did not successfully deliver any packets in Span trials, shows that augmented nodes often enable more nodes to reach one another. This result demonstrates an unexpected but clear benefit of augmentation, which should hold for any network using geographic routing.

Figure 5-1 shows the change in this statistic between initial and augmented layouts is highly correlated with the change in total packets delivered. Each data point in this figure corresponds to an individual trial, rather than an average over all trials. The data also shows that packets dropped at these local minima averaged traveling between one and two hops beforehand. The hops taken by traffic that could not be delivered represents a waste of the network's energy. Since fewer pairs of nodes encountered these dead ends in the augmented runs, the network was able to better utilize its energy resources by making fewer wasteful transmissions.

Aside from the extra energy resources, additional nodes present the potential to increase the capacity of other network resources, specifically the queuing capacity. Each node has a finite queue capable of holding 50 packets. If the arrival rates in a
Figure 5-1: The relationship between the increase in overall packets delivered and the decrease in the number of pairs that successfully forward zero packets in Span simulations of various parameters. The correlation suggests that many of the additional packets delivered are a result of geographic gaps filled by augmented nodes.
Table 5.4: The aggregate packets and packets/energy delivered when the network is saturated by high arrival rates. The parameters tested are: 30 Nodes, 1200 m, 0.34 s arrivals.

test produce more packets than the network can deal with, then these queues will be constantly full, and numerous packets will be dropped due to the capacity constraints. Since none of the augmented nodes produce any traffic, their addition can increase the number of packets delivered simple by increasing the overloaded network's ability to store packets. One series of tests was run such that numerous packets were dropped due to limited queuing capacity. The inter-arrival times seen by members of the 30 node network were 10 seconds/29 destinations = 0.34 s. Table 5.4 shows the packets delivered under these conditions. Notice that in these scenarios, networks executing DSDV saw an improvement in packets/energy in the augmented network. This result contrasts those of the other trials in which the network's queuing resources were not saturated. Such data is not useful because it does not provide sufficient conditions to fairly test the affects of augmented networks. Instead, it allows almost any augmented network to show similar throughput improvement over its initial layout.

5.1.2 Network Lifetime

Network lifetime, or longevity, is the most crucial property measured from the simulation data. Unfortunately, a number of different ways exist to characterize this data. Network lifetime is sometimes defined as the time until the first node failure or the average node failure time. These properties were collected, but a more refined way of looking at network longevity was ultimately used.

Table 5.5 shows the average time of the first node failure under various conditions. The first node is a good indicator of the time of network partition because the first few failures often occur close in time, and one of these failures must partition the network.
(a) 20 Nodes, 1000 m, 0.52 s arrivals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSDV</th>
<th>Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>548.50</td>
<td>561.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>558.20</td>
<td>562.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) 30 Nodes, 1000 m, 1.03 s arrivals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSDV</th>
<th>Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>563.03</td>
<td>568.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>564.89</td>
<td>566.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) 30 Nodes, 1000 m, 3.10 s arrivals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSDV</th>
<th>Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>587.73</td>
<td>589.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>589.28</td>
<td>588.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) 30 Nodes, 1200 m, 1.03 s arrivals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSDV</th>
<th>Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>556.90</td>
<td>572.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>565.90</td>
<td>568.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.5: The time in seconds until the first node failure in various simulations. Each record is the average of ten individual trials.

In each given class of tests, variations among these failure times are negligible. While only by a small amount, Span tests consistently outlasted their corresponding DSDV trials. This advantage was narrowed in the augmented scenarios, where Span tests showed no improvement, but DSDV tests improved by a small amount. A few factors can explain Span network's slightly longer lifetime. First, Span nodes use a power-saving sleep mode that enables them to better utilize their energy resources. On the other hand, Span networks generally delivered less traffic than DSDV networks, which may imply that they used less energy resources despite seeing the same arrivals as their DSDV counterparts. This explanation is reinforced by noting that the packets delivered by augmented Span networks significantly increased above that of the initial network, while the time to the first node failure in these networks did not increase as in DSDV trials.

Network lifetime can alternatively be defined as the lifetime of the average node, rather than the first to fail. Table 5.6 shows these values in all relevant trials. This metric shows a much more pronounced discrepancy between the performance of DSDV and Span. Span tests demonstrate a far more significant average lifetime than DSDV trials. However, the Span trials also demonstrate a small but noticeable reduction in average lifetime in their augmented networks, while DSDV trials show no such change. The explanation for the lengthy average lifetime is of Span trials is highlighted by the trial's significant standard deviations. These figures show an extremely wide variation among failures in Span tests. This observation is a result of Span's MAC level power
saving ability. The more nodes that fail, the fewer neighbors each remaining node has. Consequently, a remaining node will be able to forward fewer arriving packets, and will thus use energy more slowly. Finally, once a node becomes isolated because its neighbors have failed, it uses very little power because it operates almost exclusively in sleep mode. Therefore, each failure slows down the failure rate of the remaining nodes. DSDV has no such sleep capability, so the failure of one node does little to affect the remaining lifetime of other nodes in the network.

While neither of these characterizations of network lifetime is positive, neither is particularly useful either. Since the augmented network has additional nodes, comparing it’s exact failure times to those of it’s initial configuration is not necessarily a fair comparison. Figures 5-2 and 5-3 show a more precise way to characterize network lifetime. The plots show the fraction of the pairs in the network that are unable communicate over time. Each plot shows the results of four different trials run on a single layout. The data is obtained by recording the time of the final successful packet delivered between each pair of nodes.

Despite variations among different trials, a few trends are clear. Specifically, augmentation improves network lifetime, and Span offers an obvious advantage over DSDV. The plots demonstrate the improvement augmented networks offer over their initial layouts in terms of longevity. While Span may offer the greatest improvement, the plots show that this improvement holds for both DSDV and Span trials. Tables 5.7 and 5.8 confirm that this assessment is true in the average case. The tables

(b) 30 Nodes, 1000 m, 1.03 s arrivals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSDV</th>
<th>Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>576.99</td>
<td>1170.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>579.34</td>
<td>1139.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(c) 30 Nodes, 1000 m, 3.10 s arrivals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSDV</th>
<th>Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>593.66</td>
<td>1253.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>594.45</td>
<td>1225.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(d) 30 Nodes, 1200 m, 1.03 s arrivals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSDV</th>
<th>Span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>575.93</td>
<td>1156.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augmented</td>
<td>579.96</td>
<td>1109.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.6: The average failure times in seconds of various simulations. Each record is the average of ten individual trials.
Figure 5-2: Plots of the typical, most, and least improvements in longevity for network simulations of various parameters.
Figure 5-3: Plots of the typical, most, and least improvements in longevity for network simulations of various parameters.
Table 5.7: The percentage of pairs that can no longer communicate at a given instance in time using Span. These numbers clearly indicate that, on average, augmentation improves longevity under Span.

shows that the fraction of pairs that can no longer communicate at specific points in time is always less for augmented networks. Some trials do not offer as much of an improvement as others. Also, the trials showing the least improvement do not demonstrate any significant decrease in longevity. Therefore, an appropriate conclusion is that bi-connectivity typically improves network longevity.

Although all trials typically show improved longevity, Span trials show a greater improvement than DSDV trials. In all trials, DSDV pairs end quite abruptly, while some number of Span pairs continue communication for a fair amount of time after numerous other paths fail. This observation is consistent with the standard deviation of node failures and is a result of Span’s MAC-layer power saving mode. Since Span networks attempt to continuously run a single backbone of coordinators, one hope of bi-connectivity was to ensure that no node was always a member of the backbone. However, since nodes uses local information to decide to elect oneself as a backbone coordinator, this outcome was not fully achieved. Some nodes operated as coordinators for their entire existence, and these failed the soonest, at times similar to the
Table 5.8: The percentage of pairs that can no longer communicate at a given instance in time using DSDV. These numbers clearly indicate that, like Span, augmentation improves longevity under DSDV. However, when compare to one another, Span performs better than DSDV in terms of longevity.

failure of the entire DSDV network. These crucial failures usually partition the network, preventing many pairs from communicating with one another. Many of these node remain alive and are still able to send packets to a subset of the network. In some cases, the goal of alternating network coordinators was partially achieved. Certain augmented nodes shared coordinator responsibilities with nodes that continuously operated as coordinators in the initial configuration. This idea is especially reinforced by the plots in Figure 5-3, which have very sparse initial configurations. These sparse configurations needed the most augmented nodes and generally demonstrated the greatest improvement. Another observation between initial and augmented Span trials is that they often begin with more pairs able to communicate with one another, which is consistent with the throughput behavior and a consequence of augmented nodes filling greedy forwarding gaps.

5.1.3 Fairness

The final statistic used to evaluate the various conditions is that of fairness. Fairness should measure how evenly distributed the traffic delivered is across all pairs. For example, for one pair to consistently deliver more packets than another pair is less fair than if both delivered the same number of packets. This metric is best quantified by
Table 5.9: The standard deviation of the number of packets delivered between each pair in various simulations. Each record is the average of ten individual trials.

Like throughput, DSDV networks show superior fairness to Span networks but also less improvement between augmented and initial layouts. The improvement upon the Span networks is clearly due to its use of greedy forwarding. The augmented nodes enable the flow of traffic between a number of pairs that were unable to communicate in the initial layout. This additional capability reduces the discrepancy between the number of packets delivered between various pairs of nodes.

5.1.4 Reliability

Reliability is not a measurement that can be easily gathered during simulations. Instead, reliability is a more analytic quantity that may be characterized by the potential for a network to be disabled when confronted with an individual failure part of the way through an execution. When a network is not bi-connected, the potential always exists for it to become partitioned by a single node failure. For a bi-connected network to become partitioned, at least two nodes must fail, adding a considerable degree of reliability. In this sense, the augmented networks are by definition more reliable than the initial configurations. In fact, none of the data suggests that an augmented network is ever inferior to its initial layout. The only drawback occurs when attempting to characterize the cost of the augmented nodes. High costs may suggest augmentation is not worthwhile. However, augmentation is essential for achieving additional reliability.
Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

The most appropriate conclusion that may be derived from the data collected is that bi-connectivity is often able to modestly improve the longevity and connectedness of a network. This outcome is much more pronounced when an efficient power managed technique is employed by the network. Additionally, augmentation improves geographic routing protocols by filling in some of the gaps in the network. However, no significant improvement in packets delivered per unit energy can be solely attributed to network bi-connectivity. In order to further accurately assess this relationship, experiments should be performed on variations of the techniques employed in this study. Specifically, a strategy that uses power conserving operations combined with a routing technique that is more sophisticated than geographic forwarding could be tested to better understand this relationship. Reliability is a characteristic that is always improved by bi-connectivity. Reliability is solely related to the affects of potential failures. In no case was any metric significantly hurt by augmentation.

Alternative augmentation schemes would be interesting to investigate. In this study, augmentation typically added a handful of nodes, which did not significantly change the overall density of the network layout. The performance of the networks in terms of packets delivered suggests that perhaps all sparse networks exhibit relatively poor performance. Further improvements can be made by tri-connecting or quad-connecting a network. Not all articulation points of sparse networks are necessarily equally important. A point that links two equal sized components is probably far
Figure 6-1: Figures (a) and (c) are different initial network layouts with augmented layouts (b) and (d), respective. The layout of Figure (a) suggests that bi-connectivity may not be sufficient augmentation, while the augmentation in (c) seems unnecessary.

more crucial than one that simply links a single node to the rest of the network. Figure 6-1 illustrates these two situations in which strict bi-connectivity may not be an appropriate solution. A more refined augmentation technique might account for these different types of improvements to augment a network in a way that treats some connections and areas as more important than others. In fact, another investigation might avoid the hard notion of k-connectivity, and instead try to study some other augmentation technique that enables better utilization of energy resources. More sophisticated solutions may be applied to networks with traffic that is not uniform across all pairs. Such techniques would likely strive to tailor augmentation to areas of the network that can expect to see a greater traffic load.

Another situation that could be studied is augmenting a network when its nodes
are equipped to use minimum point to point power transmissions. Dynamic trans-
mission power has the potential to save a network a great deal of energy. Under such
a condition, the precise location in which an augmented node is placed would affect
the network's power consumption. Thus, an augmentation algorithm design for such
a network would have to take this affect into consideration in order to produce an
optimal solution.
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